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Seems like a good game but it just keeps crashing on my PC.. love this game had it alongtime ago, still think this needs to be
updated remastered HD or Remake but needs more than two aliens raceies to fight.. this game does not work. A little boring..
Quite irritating sound-related crashes.. Like the first game the camera controls are really bad. The angels are the worse and are
very annoying. It would be nice also I could at least speed up the boring travel parts more than 4x game speed. The tutorial was
not very helpful and I had to restart because I didn't know what I was doing. I went to use a previous save slot (as the game saved
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it several times while I was playing). Out of the three slots it created only one worked and it sent me back to the game right
when I quit. So I have to start over again. Though I am not so sure I want to play this game anymore. It's slow, the tutorial isn't
very good, and the camera controls are horrible.. game is . no tutorial, no 1920x1080p resolution, does not run at 60 fps, ui is
crappy, graphic is crappy, NOT a 4x scale war. The only good thing for it now is it's on discount at 1.24. Sound error CTDs
every second minute sometimes, sometimes not at all. I weep for my favorite childhood game.. 2003- . , ;D () , , 1- , .. - .
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